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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which bit should be set in the link-state PDU of an IS-IS L1/L2 router to indicate that it is a
potential exit point of the area?
A. the ATT bit
B. the down bit
C. the ABR bit
D. the P bit
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Developer has written a serverless application using multiple AWS services. The business
logic is written as a Lambda function which has dependencies on third-party libraries. The
Lambda function endpoints will be exposed using Amazon API Gateway. The Lambda function
will write the information to Amazon DynamoDB.
The Developer is ready to deploy the application but must have the ability to rollback. How can
this deployment be automated, based on these requirements?
A. Create a bash script which uses AWS CLI to package and deploy the application.
B. Use an AWS CloudFormation template and use CloudFormation syntax to define the Lambda
function resource in the template.
C. Use syntax conforming to the Serverless Application Model in the AWS CloudFormation
template to define the Lambda function resource.
D. Deploy using Amazon Lambda API operations to create the Lambda function by providing a
deployment package.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Refer AWS documentation - SAM Gradual Code Deployment
If you use AWS SAM to create your serverless application, it comes built-in with AWS
CodeDeploy to help ensure safe Lambda deployments. With just a few lines of configuration,

AWS SAM does the following for you:
* Deploys new versions of your Lambda function, and automatically creates aliases that point
to the new version.
* Gradually shifts customer traffic to the new version un re satisfied that it's working as
expected, or you roll back the update.
* Defines pre-traffic and post-traffic test functions to verify that the newly deployed code is
configured correctly and your application operates as expected.
* Rolls back the deployment if CloudWatch alarms are triggered.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is a feature of the Integration Framework?
A. It supports artificial intelligence language integration such as PROLOG.
B. It supports sequential and random access files.
C. It supports bulk importing of XML or flat files.
D. It supports dynamic XML integration file format.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are running an IMPORT utility and have specified the option COMMITCOUNT AUTOMATIC
Which two reasons will cause the IMPORT utility to COMMIT? (Choose two.)
A. to avoid writing uncommitted data back to the database to make room in the buffer pool
B. to avoid lock escalation from row level to table level
C. to avoid running out of active log space
D. to avoid allocation of secondary log files
Answer: B,C
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